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Current medical guidelines for the management of

subjects with stable angina make the evaluation of the

presence and extent of inducible myocardial ischemia as

a mandatory step in the clinical workflow.1 Moreover,

the precise quantification of the myocardial ischemic

burden is widely believed as a necessary action also in

the management of patients with ascertained coronary

artery disease (CAD).2 As a matter of fact, in the last

decades solid evidence has demonstrated that patients

with limited myocardial ischemia can be safely treated

conservatively (i.e., with medical therapy alone),3 while

symptomatic subjects with relevant inducible ischemia

should be managed more aggressively and submitted, if

indicated, to coronary revascularization.4,5

The evaluation of the presence of myocardial

ischemia can be performed either non-invasively, mostly

by means of provocative tests, or invasively, such as

with the assessment of fractional flow reserve.5 In this

scenario, myocardial perfusion scintigraphy (MPS) by

means of single-photon emission computed tomography

(SPECT) allows a combined assessment of regional

myocardial blood flow distribution coupled with left

ventricular (LV) functional parameters in a completely

non-invasive manner,3,6–8 offering the chance of

unmasking the presence of significant CAD with a rel-

evant accuracy.9,10 Accordingly, recent reports have

consistently demonstrated that the integrated evaluation

of myocardial perfusion and LV systolic and diastolic

functional measures may further increase the accuracy

of SPECT imaging in detecting CAD, possibly allowing

a more accurate risk stratification of patients with sus-

pected or known disease.11,12

However, despite these obvious clinical advantages,

MPS is characterized by two major technical drawbacks,

such as the cumulative radiation exposure13 and the

lengthiness of the imaging protocol,14 that classically

limit its diffusion and make the clinician frequently

favor other non-invasive imaging modalities.

Recent advance in SPECT technology have effec-

tively addressed these major aspects of nuclear imaging,

offering the chance of further increasing its implemen-

tation. Above all, the introduction of dedicated cardiac

cameras, designed with cadmium-zinc-telluride (CZT)

detectors, probably represents one of the most relevant

novelties in the nuclear field.15

In fact, due to their increased photon sensitivity and

spatial resolution if compared to traditional SPECT

cameras, CZT devices allow obtaining an excellent

image quality despite a consistently reduced radio-

tracer’s injected dose.16 Accordingly, different reports

have clearly demonstrated that the introduction of CZT

devices may allow to perform a stress myocardial per-

fusion scan with a radiation dose close to 1 mSv and a

low-dose stress/rest myocardial imaging protocol with a

cumulative dose of roughly 3 to 4 mSv.16,17 Moreover,

the favorable technical specifics of CZT devices have

also allowed a consistent reduction of image acquisition

times, offering the chance to perform an excellently

tolerated, high-quality, test lasting 4 to 6 minutes.16,18,19

Despite the astonishing reduction of the effective

acquisition times, the overall duration of a CZT imaging

protocol, as in the case of a traditional SPECT scan, is

mainly determined by the waiting intervals between the

injection of the radiopharmaceutical and the acquisition

itself.15,16 In fact, those time periods between the
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acquisitions are necessary to allow the complete disap-

pearance of the radiotracer from both the blood pool and

the sub-diaphragmatic organs (i.e., liver, spleen, and

bowel), reducing the incidence of most of the classical

artifacts of myocardial nuclear imaging.20

Reports on the possibility of consistently reducing

those waiting intervals, that may be as long as 45 to 60

minutes before each acquisition, and to increase the

overall speediness of SPECT imaging are discordant,

leaving relevant indecision on the subject.6,21 However,

an earlier acquisition of MPS images could allow a

better detection not only of perfusion abnormalities, but

of more precocious, subtle, alterations of LV function

(i.e., alterations of myocardial contractile and/or dias-

tolic functions) that might help to better stratify the

severity and extension of risk area.6

The actual relevance of this topic in the era of new

CZT devices was specifically addressed by Meyer and

colleagues and is reported in the present number of the

Journal of Nuclear Cardiology.22

In this study, patients submitted to either exercise

(30 subjects), vasodilator (20 subjects) or resting (20

subjects) MPS acquisitions underwent both an early

scan, performed 3 to 5 minutes after the radiotracer’s

injection, and a delayed acquisition, performed after the

standard 45 minutes after the administration of 99mTc-

Sestamibi. The scans were performed on a semi-upright

position with a dedicated D-SPECT cardiac camera,

equipped with 9 collimated, pixilated cadmium-zinc-

telluride (CZT) detector columns, mounted vertically in

90� geometry. The obtained pairs of images were com-

pared visually for overall image quality and the presence

and extent of extracardiac activity (recorded on a sub-

jective scale). Finally, the presence and location of

regional myocardial ischemia was compared in early

and delayed CZT scans and the presence of visual dis-

agreement between the two acquisition was determined.

Accordingly, no significant difference in overall

image quality and severity of extracardiac activity was

revealed between early and delayed scans, with the

majority of CZT acquisitions graded as good to excel-

lent. Moreover, despite the contained time interval

between the radiopharmaceutical’s injection and the

acquisition, the great majority of the CZT scans (83%)

didn’t show any extracardiac activity.

Interestingly, when the presence and location of

myocardial ischemia was considered, a consistent

divergence between early and delayed CZT acquisitions

was found, particularly in the case of exercise (37% of

the cases) and vasodilator (60%) stress tests. Despite this

finding, the prevalence of inferior LV wall artifacts on

early images (i.e., perfusion defects absent on delayed

acquisitions), as indirect measures of relatively

increased sub-diaphragmatic activity, was minimal (only

2 cases) and the overall inter-observer agreement

between early and delayed scans was highly accept-

able (87%). The authors concluded that, while early and

delayed CZT acquisitions were generally comparable

with respect of image quality, the presence of a perfu-

sion defect on early acquisitions might sometimes have

an artifactual nature that would request a second,

delayed, scan.

In this respect, despite the authors of the study have

to be commended for having addressed such a clinically

relevant topic, a number of limitations reduce the gen-

eralizability of its results.

First of all, the small number of the patients studied

and the absence of an accepted gold standard, such as

invasive coronary angiography (ICA), towards which

MPS results could be validated represent relevant

drawbacks of the study.

As a matter of fact, by definition, an imaging arti-

fact represents a perfusion defect that takes place in the

absence of a coronary stenosis and can be explained by

the occurrence of coexisting extracardiac conditions

(i.e., sub-diaphragmatic activity). In the study by Meyer

et al., the absence of a diagnostic gold standard limits

the assumption by which any perfusion defect that is

present in only one CZT acquisition, either early or

delayed, must invariably represent an imaging artifact.

In this respect, it has been previously shown, using

conventional SPECT cameras and a similar radiotracer

(99mTc-Tetrofosmin), that perfusion data obtained early

after the radiotracer’s administration might present an

increased sensitivity and overall accuracy in unmasking

the presence of significant coronary stenosis on ICA.6

However, until now, data on the feasibility of early

MPS acquisitions, also performed with a CZT-based

dedicated cardiac device, have been inconclusive,

showing, in some cases the occurrence of significant

perfusion artifacts when the acquisition was started

earlier than 5 minutes after the administration of the

radiotracer.21,23

Nevertheless, as previously mentioned, early MPS

imaging might offer the chance to perform not only a

better evaluation of severity and extension of perfusion

abnormalities, but a more physiological assessment of

LV functional status under stress conditions.7,11 In fact,

it has been classically shown that myocardial ischemia

results in reversible alterations of LV diastolic, at first,

and contractile functions, subsequently.

In this respect, MPS imaging offers to obtain

accurate and reproducible measures of both LV systolic

and diastolic functions, allowing to better risk stratify

patients with inducible myocardial ischemia and to

integrate the assessment of regional myocardial perfu-

sion with more clinically oriented functional markers

(i.e., ejection fraction and peak filling rate).11,12
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Unfortunately, those functional measures of

myocardial ischemia are classically transient and may

disappear before the traditional, ‘‘delayed’’, acquisition.

Accordingly, an early CZT scan has the obvious

advantage to allow a more precocious evaluation of

those subtle alterations of cardiac function, such as

ischemia-related transitory systolic or diastolic dys-

function, that may unmask the presence of significant

coronary lesions. In line with these evidences, recent

reports have suggested how the development of post-

stress LV diastolic impairment (i.e., a reduced peak

filling rate), as evaluated by early CZT imaging, may

unmask the presence of coronary atherosclerosis, addi-

tively to the presence of myocardial perfusion

abnormalities.12,24

In conclusion, despite the absence of a gold stan-

dard such as invasive coronary angiography and the lack

of the assessment of LV functional parameters, the

proof-of-concept study by Meyer et al. shades light on

the possibility to consistently reduce the overall MPS

acquisition time without effecting image quality.

Further, more powered investigations, are eagerly

awaited to definitively establish whether early image

acquisitions through CZT devices will only represent a

logistic benefit for the patient or also allow a significant

increase in the diagnostic accuracy of SPECT

evaluations.
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